
Match report: Wokingham v Hurley 

Sunday 8 June 2014 

Hurley 74-8 (20 overs) 

Wokingham 75-3 (20 overs, Howell 3-13) 

Wokingham won by 7 wickets with 7 overs remaining 

Thursday’s resounding win gave Hurley something to live up to at Wokingham’s superb new ground at 

Sindlesham.  James Calliss won the toss and opted to bat, but heavy rain the day before had left the 

pitch heavy and the strong morning sun was working hard to dry it, creating an old-fashioned ‘sticky’ on 

which life for the Hurley top order was difficult as the ball alternately bounced and kept low. Ben Howell 

looked composed, but Lucy Shedden, Hannah Dawkins and Matthew Williams all struggled against 

accurate bowling and departed without scoring.   

Again it was the arrival of Ewan Ballard to join Calliss that offered hope to Hurley. They added 42 for the 

fifth wicket, hitting boundaries when the fielders were close and stealing singles when they dropped 

back.  Calliss eventually popped up a catch, bringing in Pranav Sistla for his first U11 appearance. Sadly, 

this showed we still have work to do on calling, as Sistla ran out first two partners and then himself.  

Ballard was the victim in a ghastly farce of yes-wait-no-maybe-oh all right then – no – I said yes – wait – 

sorry, while Ella Dyson got no call at all and found her partner advancing on her and no chance of 

reaching the other end. Sistla’s own departure was sadly avoidable too: his bat was well past the crease 

but in the air.  We’ll work some more on this stuff on Sundays. 

Christina Cooper and Rio Darani stuck it out to the end, Darani hitting his first Hurley run in the process, 

but 74 looked a bit meagre, even allowing for the long boundaries and the heavy outfield. 

After the interval, Howell briefly made it look much better, grabbing three wickets in his first two overs. 

At 20-3 Wokingham had work to do, but a calm display from surviving opener Aryam Rege held the 

innings together.  Hurley’s other bowlers couldn’t quite follow Howell’s lead, although Ballard showed 

pace and direction, Dawkins was steady and Williams’s legspin looked dangerous, getting bounce and 

fizzing turn from the drying pitch.  But 38 bowling extras (wides and no-balls) meant that all Wokingham 

had to do was survive, and they passed the target with plenty to spare. 

Three matches in, we have plenty to work on but also plenty to be pleased with. We have a core of 

capable bowlers. Our next task is to develop more aggression in the batting to support Calliss and 

Ballard, who have done a fine job.   

Thanks to John for scoring, and to Brian and Claire for keeping eyes on the players while I umpired. 

Hurley: Calliss (c), Howell, Shedden, H.Dawkins, Williams, Ballard, Sistra, Dyson (w), Cooper, Darani, 

Saunders 

 


